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GENERAL

Byrd Station: For the first time this year all scientific programs are
in full operation. Weekly seminar periods have been scheduled for discussion

of various scientific topics.

Near the beginning of the month, the mechanic at the auroral substation
developed some dental trouble and was brought back to Byrd Station, being re-
placed by the mechanic who was preparing vehicles for next summers traverse.
Efforts to return to the substation near the middle of the month were un-
successful because of vehicle breakdowns, and it may be necessary to continue
this substitute arrangement through the winter.

Eights_Station: Temperatures were quite stable and winds were light
during April. There was a net snow accumulation of over six inches during the

month.

Failure of an oil seal in the main generator occurred on the 17 th, but

repairs were made in short order. The Nodwell vehicle, used daily for hauling
snow, has given no trouble. A few inside modifications such as the dark-
room drain should be completed early in May. Due to the snow insulation, the
buildings have been kept warm with little difficulty. Amateur radio contacts

have been excellent,

USNS Eltanin: The ship USNS Eltanin left Montevideo, Uruguay,, fSr
Cruise 8 on April 

01 
the area of exploration being between 25 and 30 W. Long0

and from about 50 S. Lat. south to the ice pack. This coverage will include
the Meteor Deep and the area of South Sandwich Islands. The cruise planned is
the longest attempted to date, 80 days, after which the ship will proceed to
Talcahuano, Chile, for approximately 3 weeks of annual repair and maintenance,
plus some minor alterations.

Hallett Station: The "last" penguins and skuas of the summer, reported
last month, reappeared when a skua was sighted on the 8th, and an Adelie pen-
guin on the 10th and again on the 16th. A snow petrel was also observed on
the 9th. The first two emperor penguins of the season were seen heading up
Edisto Inlet on the 21st.

A storm early in the month caused minor damage to the Jamesways a:d to
the roof of one of the storage huts. The old science building, vaoateJ after
the building of the annex, is being remodeled to accommodate a dark room,
library and general recreation space.

The bay is now solidly frozen, permitting short trips away from ito



McMurdo Station: Extensive classes are being inaugurated at the station,
with a number of USARP personnel involved.

The vehicle status is excellent with two Nodwells, two power wagons and
two Sno-cats all operating well. Inventory of supplies is proceeding on
schedule.

A large number of station power failures occurred during the early part of
April.

Wilkes Station: High winds and blowing snow were fairly regular during
the month, the storm on the 22nd and 23rd being quite severe with a combina-
tion of gusts to 69 mph and temperatures below -20 F.

On the 23rd of April a fire destroyed the building which was used to pro-
vide heat to the nearby balloon inflation shelter. The inflation shelter was in
danger several times but was eventually saved by chopping away the wooden duct
leading to the heater building, and extinguishing the fires that. developed.
The cause of the fire was believed to be a defective heater.

On the 6th of April a fall seismic traverse with 5 personnel departed from
Wiles and at the end of the month, at a point 100 miles away, temperatures of

-50 F were reported. The party is scheduled to return in late May.

BIOLOGY

Bird Island, South Georgia:

Johns Hopkins University and Bernice P. Bishop Museum: A tower for
wind instruments has been put up at the station and holding-down cables fitted
to the hut.

Over 15,000 Mollymauk albatrosses have now been banded, and this
part of the program is completed. One hundred previously-banded wandering al-
batrosses and giant petrels have been recovered. Seventy of the Wanderers were
dyed pink, and daily weighing has started on the chicks. Insects have been col-
lected from the abandoned nests.

McMurdo Station:

Biolabq Stanford University: Work on the biological laboratory included
some carpentry and painting. There have been problems with the plumbing system
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which have only been temporarily solved, and a complete revamping is under con-
sideration. The addition to the biolab is being delayed by difficulties in
locating a suitable furnace.

Stanford University; A new fishing station has been established on

ice approximately 8 to 10 feet thick over 490 meters of water. A steel casing
has been placed in the hole and a steel grating fixed 8 feet down to prevent
seals from entering. To date T. loennberg-, zoarcids and assorted bottom fauna
have been taken from this new location.

The aquaria systems in the laboratory are receiving final adjustments

before being put into operation.

GLACIOLOGY

Wilkes Station (Australian Program): Progress with the deep hole in the
ice at Cape Folger has been slowed down by numerous mechanical difficulties

with the drilling unit.

METEOROLOGY	 S

Byrd Station:

U.S. Weather Bureau: A total of 20 radiosonde and 8 radiometersonde
flights were made during April. Heights were limited to about 24 kms by prob-
lems with the GND tracking unit. Three severe-weather balloons were released,

averaging 12 9 326 m. One of these was made on the 27th during 62 knot winds.

The -700F
April, 2 lower than
are operating well.
April was --8.0 cm.

surface temperature recorded on the 25t h was a new low for

the temperature observed in April 1957. All ozone programs
The net change on 26 snow stakes during the first part of

Eights Station:

U.S. Weather Bureau: The average change at 7 snow stakes about a mile
from the station was +16.7 cm. A fiberglass installation has been installed on
the aluminum skin inside the pibal dome.

Hallett Station:

U.S. Weather Bureau: The average height of 20 radiosondes was 11 ?,84 rn



of 9 radiometersondes 20,622 in, and of 2 ozonesondes 21,128 in. On 11 of these
flights, the signals were lost when the balloons went below the horizon of
Hallett peninsula, one at only 6,722 in height. Five soundings were canceled
due to flight equipment failure during high winds. Line frequency and voltage
fluctuations are causing some loss of quality of the records.

Dobson ozone operation has been normal though the Mast equipment was
down two days due to a faulty pumping system, and six days due to ice intake.
Thirteen days of data from the Regener equipment were lost due to the effect of
winds over 20 knots on the intake. The infrared hygrometer was put into use
but readings are unreliable due to variations in line frequencies. This in-
strument is very 0sensitive to frequency variations, one cycle per second devia-
tion causing a 5 F change in the dew point,

McMurdo Station:

U.S.. Navy: (For standard surface and upper air observations see Climat.)

Texa s Western College (U Q S Q WeatherBureau)-, The first firing of the
month was April 10 and was the first in which the new radar system was used. The
rocket performed well although low ceiling limited visual observations • The GMD
tracked well to expulsion time of 123 seconds, then the signal was lost until
+28 minutes, The equipment was tracked on the radar only to about +28 minutes,
the parachute evidently being out of range at this time as indicated by the ex-
tremely low elevation angle The instrument failed to eject from the rocket on
the second firing, the nose cone and casing being tracked to surface impact. On
the third firing, made on the 24th, the radar locked on target at +7 minutes at
139,000 feet and followed it until +54 minutes at about 97,000 yds slant range.
The modulation stopped about 10 seconds after expulsion and reference ordinates
are not available,

The series of close measurements on the entire radar system have been
undertaken to eliminate all electronic troubles and to obtain orientation align-
ment in azimuth and e1evaton. The jet heater has not been able to maintain suf -
ficient heat in the radar vans and Herman Nelson heaters have been used before
each launching,, It is planned to use electric heaters in the future though this
will require another 3-phase power line since the normal outlets will not handle
more than one heater,

South Pole Station:

U.S. Weather Bureau: Thirty-four radiosondes and 9 radiometers ondes



were flown during April. The temperature at the 100 mb level, which was -52°C
in early April, had dropped to -65 by the end of the month.

The month has been rather discouraging for two of the meteorological
programs. Satisfactory check-outs on the ozonesondes have not been possible
yet and the program has been postponed until the difficulties can be corrected.
Also, many changes have been made in the radiometersonde baseline, and the lat-
est changes indicate problems which may nullify results of previous flights.

Six days of Dobson ozone recordings were obtained from moon observa-
tions, and the surface ozone observations program has also operated well. The
average hourly ozone content increased by about 20 percent over the March values.

Two gammasondes were flown in April, but one of these failed soon after
launching.

Wilkes Station:

U.S. Weather Bureau: The trend of good weather that characterized
March continued through the first two weeks of April, but most of the remaining
days were stormy. The loss of the heater building during the fire on the 23rd
interrupted the upper air program only two days and preparations are already
under way for the construction of a new building. The average height of radio-
sondes, 30,645 meters, was the highest eves attained in April at this station.
The average temperature of the month, -3.5 F, was algo a record low for April,
the averages in some other years being as much as 17 F warmer.

The sferics set has been revamped and due to the lack of resupply
and spares some different replacement tubes have been used.

STATION SEISMOLOGY

Byrd Station:

Coast and Geodetic Survey: All instruments are now operating welt,
although intermittent high winds cause some disturbances on the long period corn..
ponents 0 There were 82 seismic shocks which were recorded during the month.

Hallett Station:

Coast and Geodetic Survey (New Zealand observer):	Two of
period galvanometers have been going out of focus during storms and correcting
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themselves afterwards, apparently a result of distortion of some of the optical
components. The long period seismographs have worked satisfactorily after a
faulty galvanometer was replaced. Additional heating and grounding have also
stabilized these galvanometers and eliminated some of the drift. Although the
units are still sensitive to daily temperature changes, this should be cor-
rected when heating modifications are complete.

The present magnification of long period equipment is 750 and 1500
and of the short period equipment 25 9 000 and 5000.

South Pole Station:

Coast and Geodetic Survey: The long range galvanometers, which have
shown a tendency to stick, have been re-leveled and the periods re-set to 100
seconds, Erratic timing marks from the programming timer have been corrected
by closer comparisons with ItJWV and the recording lights are now cut exactly on
the minute,

Wilkes Station:

California Institute of Technology (Australian observer): Several
auxiliary charts for depth, distance, azimuth and epicenter determination have
been drawn up and an analysis of the previous records started, using the Coast
and Geodetic Survey data of epicenters Difficulties with the simplex timer
have been corrected,

UPPER ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS

aird tatin

Aurora and Airglow, Arctic Institute of North America: Although the
patrol spectrograph films for six days had double lines due to technical dif-
ficulties 9 these have been corrected and good spectra are now being recorded.
Emission lines that were apparent during the month were as follows: 6563, 6300,

593, 5577, 479, 4652 5 4278 , 4070 and 39i	. All static electricity marks

have hen eliminated by the humidifier.

The shutters of the all-sky camers, including the newly reconditioned
one, have a tendency to stick open. Visual observations were obtained only about
50 percent of ths time due to overcast but bright active displays were rioted on
April 14th, 17th, 2th, 22nd and 26th,,



The auroral substation is operating well and a new antenna has improved
communications greatly. Results of last summer's survey by personnel from the
Special Maps Branch, USG, shows this station to be 70 km (143 mi) from Byrd Sta-

tion in a direction N 20 E0

Geomagnetism, Coast and Geodetic Survey: Using the Ruska magnetometer

for declinations, the QHM for horizontal field and the proton precession mag-

netometer for total field, 18 absolute observations were made. The average

values were as follows:

0.
declination	70c)27,,41

horizontal field	16,2914 g0

vertical, field	589021 g0

Nineteen SSC occurrences were noted on 16 different days: 1st, 3rd to 9th,

inclusive, 13th, 114th, 15th, 17th, 19th, 23rd, 26th and 29th.

Ionospheric Absorption, National. Bureau of Standards: The riometer
recorded well until the last part of the month when blowing snow again caused
burn-out of the RF switch, presumably caused by improper grounding of the equip-
ment. The switch has been repaired and a new grounding scheme installed which

should eliminate this snow static danger,,

Ionospheric Soundings, National Bureau of Standards: During April,
hourly values of fcF2 were recorded 36 percent of the month compared to 37 pet-

cent for March. Spread echoes obscured the F region critical frequency 33 per-
cent of the time and blackout II percent-,, Blanketing by sporadic E obscured
the F region 13 percent of the time while deviative absorption and equipment
prcblems accounted for the remaining missing values, The maximum median value.
for foF2 was 500 mis1 occurring at 1300 local time, hi.e the minImum value was
1,8 mcs at 0600 local time, The critIcal frequency decreased steadily during
the month with values below 2 mos quite c.:mmon and minimum hourly values reach-

ing 1,1. mcs, Sporadic E of Type D was ±•served clearly below 1 ens fir noe f.rst
tame SO.C.Oe tfle E	iJth5.. 11

Pad	übu	 U Ir dIH ied'icgs are rmoi beIng
undo cru all 8 frc4u.n y c.Oancel.s ,	Pr':u i ecs al tb t.0.- dL.',i l.'r 11 cear I by are be

Ir0g cc rrected. There were I days ct Tm oc il cdi i rar.g' uco Irne 3l cc ?D mph,
and large tempera tm'ure :ar	LIens 'abIh	t.0 'ic .tarce ft	t'CI'; In .he

data	D11 f cal tI os	cr 1	11 1mei 9  c-I	r aril cO. uI c'	i .: H ii..'

to be at at. cci.

equipment: is 'ic go	.f'rac'irg c',.udct . cCcn a'Hh r ...........:r'	-'JlJTcur t: 1rcbiem.: Cii'
uat ionscurrirug thr;agh 5.'mC I'ws cf data r--;;.laed lr'im pwcr fa0'1....res an Ii ct 	0
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The continuous recordings for conjugate area studies were made on schedule but
the special April 4th recordings for the Alouette satellite programs were not
recorded due to delay in receiving

CD
 the schedule.

There was a 15 percent increase in whistler counts in April. compared
to March, with the diurnal maximum appearing between 0400 and 0800 GMT. The
hiss maximum peaked at 0003 GMT with maximums between 2300 and 0400. The max-
imum chorus occurred between 1300 and 1700 GM with a peak at 1.500.

There have been good correlations between the hiss, ELF and micro-
pulsation activity. There were two occasion-  on April 6 and one on April 17
with definite 1 to 1 correlation between the hiss and ELF bursts, and at var-
ious times very close correlation was observed between the hiss and micro-

pulsation, On April. 6 at. 0222 GMT Interesting events correlated between the
hiss and the riometer recordings, both starting about the same time. The hiss
intensity and magnitude of riometer absorption appear to correlate well for
small events. From the direction-finding  System, it appears that signals from
NPG arid NAA arrive from the east side of the true great circle direction. Over-
head band-typi aurora, usually exhibiting pinkish lower borders, were asso-
ciated with events of the micropulsation and riometer absorption data.

VLF and Micrcp,sation Studies, National Bureau of Standards: The
mcrop1sation equipment is now compieteiy installed with a 2-channel chart
recorder and s13wspeed tape recorder operating,

Eights Sja4ion:

Aurora and Airglow, Arctic Institute of North America: Due to
hlizsards, overcast sky and periods when the moon was above the horizon, there
were only 35 hours of auroral observations in April, A spare clock was installed
:io the a.siy camera to replace the original which was running over .5 minutes
fast each day, The patrol spectrograph timer has required several adjustments
but now c eems to he iur.ctionir.g properly. A drying rack has been built and film
developing started, although much work remains before the dark .

room is satisfactory.

Getrsm, Coa.3r and Geodetic Survel: From 31 sets of declination
observations taken to estabiish the magnetic medians the mean value of32 5i,6'
has been adcp'ed fur i;e with the magnetographe. Timing and test panel systems
have beer. irtalle•d .....d are oçeratie 9 and shelving is being built for storage,
Some settling of the geomagnetic building, as evidenced by the pier height, con-
tiriues bt this. should not he a serious problem,

Icr...ptierue Absorption, National Bureao of Standards: The ricm•ster is
now in full oerati.00.
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LF-Micropu1sations, National Burea.of Standards Outside work has

now been completed, though some minor electronic problems are delaying final
operation.

VLF-ELF, Stanford University: With only a few exceptions, all equip-
ment is working properly. Some trouble in the program clock resulted in loss
of records or incorrect timing. The ELF activity includes many interesting

bursts of signals in the frequency range .5 to 1 cycle, with some periodic
structure. VLF activity has changed considerably since the beginning of the
month. Whistler counts have increased and daytime whistlers are often re-
ceived, usually of higher latitudes than the nighttime whistlers. The chorus
activity which reached a peak during the early morning hours is erratic and ap-
pears to be sensitive to magnetic activity. Hiss has been received a number of
times, once during the first visible aurora. Echoes from the NAA and NSS Sig-
nals are often stronger than the ground pulses. All 'back monitoring should be

completed shortly.

Hallett Station:

Aurora, Arctic Institute of North America: The all-sky camera us:ng
colored film, though inoperative several nights due to the high winds and blow-
ing snow, has been in routine use with very little equipment trouble. The camera
with black and white film was also in constant use although the timer mechanism
has been erratic due to low temperatures in the tower. Film development has been
satisfactory since the elimination of the early troubles. There were auroral ac-
tivities noted on every clear night On the 25th at 09O0 ()GMT, red aurora was ob-

served, a homogeneous arc in the west at approximately 15 elevation. The patrol
spectrograph has given good results with very little equipment troubles cther than
minor ones with the exposure timer, which were soon corrected.

CcmicRaj, University of IryIand: Six days of sc:irit:iflator data
were lost due to difficulties with the photomultipiier tube and the output fre-
quency of the calibration os.::lllaLor, Calibration has been on sohedu7 except
when interrupted by the tests

Earth Currents (New Zealand Program): Observations of the earth cur-
rents were started up on the 15th using sea electr odes " The lead-in wires have

been elevated on poles to prevent them froirl getting caught in morernents at the

tidal crack,

Ionospheric Absorption, Arctic Institate of North America: In the
early part of' April, some troubles with the riorneter occurred due to salt de-
posits on the antenna in periods of high winds across the open ha y and :he re-

cordings are still unsteady during periods of high winds. Absorption u'curred
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on the 6th, 7th, 19th, 20th, 27th and 30th.

Ionospheric Soundings, National Bureau of Standards (New Zealand ob-
servers): There were the usual disturbed conditions in the F2 region, which

showed a monthly mean of 4.3 incs, a reduction of .7 mcs from the March average.
The Fl region has almost completely disappeared and only a few values were ob-

tained in April. There is still heavy interference in the 1 to 2 mcs region
which makes the Fmin readings difficult, foE values have been about as ex-
pected with usual spread conditions, and the presence of A type sporadic which
correlates with visual auroral periods. The amount of sporadic E is decreasing
with the A type now the most prominent.

VLF, Stanford University (New Zealand observer): Routine recordings
were obtained, including those in connection with the Alouette satellite ex-
periment.. Experimental work has been carried out on a selective feedback cii'-
cuit in an attempt to reduce the local hum problem. Some improvements have
been obtained and further work is in progress.

McMurdo Station:

Cosmic Rays, Bartol Research Foundation: Numerous power failures dur-

ing the early part of the month caused much loss of data and some minor equip-
ment difficulties, though these were quickly corrected.

30 mcs riometer
into operation on
which lasted until
data die to station
the occurrence of

Ionospheric Absorption, Douglas Aircraft Co.: The
failed on April 17 and after extensive repairs was put back
April 28. Large scale absorption was observed on April 15th
equipment breakdown, There was an additional 8-hour loss of
transmitter interference which unfortunately happened during
an important ahscrpti on event,

South Pole Stat/iou:

Aurora, Arctic Institute of North America: The first aurora of the

season was seer on the 12th, and after this displays occurred almost daily.
Both the all-sky camera and the spectrograph are working very well though the
latter was shut down briefly during timer repairs. All instrumentation for the
photometers has been moved from the office to the tower. Dome frosting problems

seem to be under control now after the installation of a blower with a 5-inch

stovepipe intake

Geomagnetism, Coast and Geodetic Survey: Six sets of scale values, 11
sets of declinations, 16 sets of horizontal field, and 24 of total field were
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obtained during April. Twenty-two hours of Ruska magnetogram observations
were lost during adjustments of a light source to improve the traces and cor-
rection of a timing difficulty. The level bubbles of the variometers shcw
that some slight tilting of the pier has occurred. There were no SSC during
the month.

Ionospheric Absorption, National Bureau of Standards. April was a
slightly more active month than March with 63 absorption events being recorded,
the most active days being the 5th and 30th with 5 events each day, Shorted
quarter-wave stubs that have been added across each dipole in order to relieve
snow static interference are apparently working quite well.

Ionospheric Soundings, National Bureau of Standards: The C-3 re-
corder is still shut down for major overhaul and repairs.

VLF, Stanford University (National Bureau of Standards observers):
The maximum-whistler activity occurred on the 29th with 106 signals recorded.
Chorus appears sporadic and the hiss fairly constant except during per of
aurora. The troubles with distortion and level change in the calibration os-
cillator have been corrected by installing matched tubes in the output circuit.

Wilkes Station:

Aurora, Arctic Institute of North America (Australian observer): All
equipment is operational and giving no difficulty,

Geomagnetism, Coast and Geodetic Survey (Australian observer): A
large number of abrupt changes in the total field, which began when outside
temperatures dropped suddenly to values below zero, are still occurring. Var-
ious changes and improvements have been made to correct this.

Ionospheric Soundings, National Bureau of Standards (Australian ob-
server):

The C_L sounder is back in operation and the program is again routine.

U.S. SCIENTISTS AT FOREIGN STATIONS

USSR Vessel Oh: Dr. Franci.schini, oceanographer-meteorologist from Texas
A & N and exchange scientist, is on the Ob obtaining measurements, on a con-
tinuous basis, of the effective radiat-i(Dri temperature of surface waters by means
of a remote-sensing optical thermometer. Observations have been made in near-
coastal regions between Mirnyy and Novolazarevskaya, and on traverses between
Antarctica and Africa,
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FOREIGN SCIENTISTS AT U.S. STATIONS

McMurdo Station: Dr. Tarakanov, USSR meteorologist at the McMurdo Station,
is studying the daily atmospheric processes and preparing monthly reviews. The
vertical motions at all stations having necessary data have been computed and
vertical cross-sections were constructed for the Hallett, McMurdo and Pole Sta-
tions.
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24,942	29,718
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26,725

N
19,0
62.2
71.4
6,7
5

12
13

18
20

26,719
8

23,371

Temperature
kverage
Highest
Lowest

Station Pressure
(inches)

Average
Highest
Lowest

Precipitation (inches)
Snowfall (inches)
Wind

Prevailing Direction
Average Speed (knots)
Fastest Mile (MPH)
Peak Gust (MPH)

Average Sky Cover
No. clear days
No. partially cloudy
No. cloudy

No. Days with visibility less
than 1/4 mile

No. Radiosondes
Avg. height of Radiosons (m)
No. Radiometersondes
Avg. height of Radiometersondes
No., Ozonesondes
Avg. height of Ozonesondes

TABLE I - CLINPT FOR APRIL 1963
Byrd	Eights - .Hallett

Station	Station	Station

-30.1	_31.71	-18.7
- 83	-11	- 2.2
-56.7	-46	-32.6

All figues above have been taken from radio messages and are unconfirmed.
* Sea level
** North defined along 00 Greenwich

1Correct March temperatures for Eights Station as follows: Avg -28,3, Max -10.6, Mm _41.000,
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Publications

The following publications received at the Office of Antarctic Programs during

March-May 1963 pertain to work supported in whole or in part by the National
Science Foundation under the U.S. Antarctic Research Program:

< AMERICAN GEOPHYSICAL UNION. Antarctic research; the I'1atthe
Fontaine Maury Memorial Symposium. Washington, D.C.,
1962, 228 p, (Its Geophysical monograph no, 7,)

ANGINO, EHNEST E,,, and K. B. APJVIITAGE, U. of Kansas. A geochemical
study of Lakes Bonney and Vanda, Victoria Land, Antarctica.
(Journal of geology, Jan.. 1963, vol. 71, no. 1, p.. 89-95..)

"BEHRENDT, JOHN C., and R. J. WOL[), Wisconsin U. Depth to magnetic
'basement' in West Antarctica, (Journal of geophysical. re-
search, Feb.. 15, 1963, vol. 68, no. 4, p. 1145-1153,)

" BOYD, GARY N..,, National Bureau of Standards.. The conjugacy of magnetic
disturbance variations. (Journal of geophysical research,
Feb.. 15, 1963, vol, 68, no, 4, p. 1011-1013.)

R. R,, et al,, U.. of California.. Simultaneous electron
precipitation in the northern and southern auroral zones.
(Journal, of geophysical research, May 1 1 1963, vol. 68, no.. 9,
p.. 2677-84..)

L/'BYRD, MITCHELL A.., Va. Institute of Marine Science. Helminth parasites
of antarctic vertebrates, part I: Digeneti.c trematodes of
marine fishes. (Helminthologica]- Society of Washington. Pro-
ceedings, Jan. 1963, vol.. 30 9 no.. 1, p.. 129-48,)

L,V'CARON, RICHARD L., and C. B. BULL, Ohio State U.. The thermal dif-
fusivity and thermal conductivity of glacial ice at Wilkes Sta-
t.on, Antarctica.. (In: AUU Geophysical monograph no, 7, 19629
p. 178-84..)

,\* DEWART, GILBERT, California Institute of Technology.. Exchange scientist
with the U.S.S.R. Antarctic Expedition, 1960-6l, 1963. 50 1.

V DEWITT, HUGH H,, Stanford U. A new antarctic nototheniid fish with notes
on two recently described nototheniiforms.. (Copeia, Dec. 31,
1962, no, 4, p. 826-33.)
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/ DEWITT, HUGH H., Stanford U. A new genus and species of zoarcid fish
from McMurdo Sound, Antarctica. (Copeia, Dec. 31, 1962,
no. 4, p, 819-26,)

HAMILTON, WARREN, U.S, Geological Survey. Tectonics of Antarctica.
(In: American Association of Petroleum Geologists. The
backbone of the Americas: tectonic history from Pole to Pole;
a symposium. Memoir No, 2 9 1963.)

"MkHER, WM. J., U. of California, Breeding biology of the snow petrel
near Cape Hallett, Antarctica, (Condor, Nov-Dec. 1962, vol. 64,
no. 6, p. 488-996)

N NICHOLS, ROBERT L., Tufts U. Geologic features demonstrating aridity
of McMurdo Sound area, Antarctica, (American journal of science,
Jan. 1963, vol. 261, p. 20-31,)

V NICHOLS , ROBERT L,, Tufts U. Geology of Lake Vanda, Wright Valley, South
Victoria Land, Antarctica, (In: AGU Geophysical monograph no. 7,
1962 9 p . 47-52.)

.-OSTAPOFF, FEODOR, U.S. Weather Bureau, On the frictionally induced
transverse circulation of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current.
(Deutsche hydrographische Zeitschrift, 1962, Bd, 15, Heft 3,
p. 103-113.)

\OSTAP0FF, FEODOR, U.S. Weather Bureau. The salinity distribution at 200
meters and the antarctic frontal zones, (Deutsche hyarographische
Zeitschrift, 1962, Bd. 15, Heft 4, p. 134-42.)

VPRYOR, M. E., U. of Tennessee. Some environmental features of Hallett
Station, Antarctica, with special reference to soil arthropods.
(Pacific insects, Oct., 10, 1962, vol. 4 9 no, 3, p. 681-728.)

*V' O1JR(E, GERALD F,, AVCO Corp. Antarctic research and data analysis,
Scientific report 1: Magnetic activity in the Antarctic during
the International Geophysical Year and the International Geo-
physical cooperation. Wilmington, Mass., April 22, 1963, 177 P.

/ RUBIN, MORTON J,, U.S. Weather Bureau, Atmospheric advection and the
Antarctic mass and heat budget. (In: tGU Geophysical monograph
no. 7, 1.9629 p. 1.49-59.)
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* SATO, TERUO, AVCO Corp. Antarctic research and data analysis,
Scientific report 2: Sudden commencement variations of
geomagnetic storms in the Antarctic. Wilmington, Mass.,
May 1, 196:3 9 69 p.

V* SWIFT, DANIEL W., AVCO Corp. Antarctic research and data analysis,
Scientific report 4: Electric fields and current flows in
an auroral arc. Wilmington, Mass., April 30, 1963, 43 P.

** U.h. WEATHER BUREAU. Ctimatological data for antarctic stations,
July 1957-Dec, 1958, No. 1, Washington, D.C., 1962. 314 p

'b	WOHLSCHLAG, DONALD E., Stanford U. Antarctic fish growth and
metabolic differences related to sex. (Ecology, Autumn 1962,
vol. 43, no, 4, P. 589-97,)

WOHLSCHLAG, DONALD E., Stanford U. Metabolic requirements for the
swimming activity of three antarctic fishes. (Science,
Sept. 28, 1962, vol. 137, no. 3535, P. 1050-51)

I WOHLSCHLAO, DONALD E,, Stanford U. Seasonal and geographic factors
in relation to fish metabolism. (abstract) (American
zoologist, Aug. 1962, vol. 2, no. 3.,)

* Copies may be ordered from the Office of Technical Services,
U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Washington 25, D.C.

** For sale by the Superintendent of Documents, US.. Govt. Print.
Off., Washington 25, D.C. Price $1.50.
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ANNOUNCEMENT

OPPoRTUNITlS FOR U .S. SCIENTISTS TO
PARTICIPATE IN FOREIGN EXPEDITIONS

The National Science Foundation announces opportunities for U.S.
scientists to participate in the Antarctic expeditions of foreign coun-
tries as Exchange Scientists from the U.S. Antarctic Research Program.
Nations other than the United States with active Antarctic scientific
programs include Argentina, Australia, Chile, France, New Zealand, the
Union of South Africa, the United Kingdom, and the Soviet Union.

Research possibilities exist in the fields of atmospheric physics,
biology, geology, glaciology, meteorology, and the marine sciences. The
research . program could be planned for a four-to-six month austral summer
or for a fourteen-month period, including the Antarctic winter of 196.
Departure from the U.S. would probably be late in 1-96,

Salary and expenses for travel, equipment, etc., associated with the
exchange would be included in a grant to the investigator's institution
If necessary, assistarie can be provided for acquiring a working pro-
ficiency in the appropriate foreign language before departure for the Ant-
arctic.

Interested scientists are requested to transmit an outline of their
proposed program with a specifi foreign expedition to the Chief Sientist,

Office of Antarctic Programs, National Science Foundation, Washington 259D.C.
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